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VA Opportunities
			There are no VA opportunities at this time. Register to use this website and you will get email updates of casting calls, completed productions, and more!



		
What makes Nother different
			Nother Audio produces original audio dramas that are out of this world! With a PG-13 or under audience and storylines that encompass fantasy and sci-fi, Nother Audio brings family-friendly audio to you.

There is no sexual content in these productions and if something is rated PG-13 it's likely due to themes such as death which might scare young children. Please review yourself before allowing your youngsters to listen.



		

	


    



	    	

	
		
	
    
    			
        				
					
								
				Audio Drama

		BrokenSea Audio
Original fantasy, sci-fi, horror, drama, comedy and fan-works and audio versions of great films.
	Darker Projects
We are a darker audio drama company who present to you original projects such as Tales from the Museum, The Byron Chronicles, and The Falcon Banner in addition to our popular Star Trek and Doctor Who interpretations. 
	Giant Gnome Productions
Our niche is great audio drama, no matter what the story type. We love all genres, from Westerns to Horror, and everything in between
	Imagination Lane
Non-fiction maritime history, fantasy fiction, Old English translations, and articles.
	Misfits Audio
A little bit of everything in terms of audio drama.
	The Masked Marauder Matinee
A theater of the mind featuring all-new audio adventures in the tradition of the classic programs of Radio’s Golden Age. 
	TWERP
Classic “old-time” radio with modern themes.




			

								
				Writing Resources

		Camp NaNoWriMo
A more casual novel-in-a-month writing experience held in June and August.
	Celtx
Combines full-feature scriptwriting with pre-production support and also enables online collaboration. 
	NaNoWriMo
November is Novel-Writing Month. 50,000 words or bust!
	Script Frenzy
April is the month to write a 100 page script.




			

								
				Production Resources

		FreeSFX
A collection of attribution-licensed sound effects.
	Freesound Project
The Freesound Project is a collaborative database of Creative Commons licensed sounds. Freesound focusses only on sound, not songs. 
	Incompetech
Great resource for RF music.
	Internet Archive
Archival books, movies, and music
	Sound Bible
SoundBible.com is the encyclopedia of free sound clips and may just be the last sample resource you’ll ever need. 
	Sound Dogs
Great source for production sound effects.
	Soungle
Free sound (searchable) database.
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